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Solving Cases
Bottom Line
Goals of Solving Cases
• Think powerfully
• Demonstrate a grasp of key business concepts/theory
• Decipher information and deal with ambiguity
• Show analytic orientation and capabilities
• Communicate thinking and findings

Focus for Initial Stages of Case Preparation
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Apply all the basic foundational elements of solving cases:
• Ask clarifying questions (2-3)
• Develop MECE structures
• Formulate hypothesis
• Drive the case
• Talk out-loud – explain your questions/points
• Be analytic
• Create a structured conclusion

2 Start and stop – don’t move on if an element is not well 
developed (the partner is key to support this)

3 Partners: Give constructive (aka: CRITICAL) feedback

4 Take comprehensive notes – while working the case and during 
feedback

5 Identify gaps – focus on drills in that area before returning to 
partner practice

PRACTICE HEARTILY!
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Case Practice
Mini Case
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Solving Cases
Instructions
Goals of Mini-Cases:
• Breadth/diversity of thinking (MECE)
• Organization
• Mental muscles

1 Pam will review case prompt

2 There are 5 questions we will review – one by one

3 Pam will ask for upfront clarifying questions

4 Pam will review Question 1

5

You will:
• Ask any questions needed – clarify, details
• Create a response to the question – SOLVING!
• You should consider the question/area of analysis broadly
• Then, you should consider the question from your area of 

specialization

6 Pam will ask 1-2 students to review their thinking for the question

7
We will continue the above process for the remaining questions.

Note: The final question is a conclusion – I would like 1-2 energetic 
volunteers to take this question!
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Mini Case #1

COOL BREWS
• You have two college friends who a few years ago

started a microbrewery in Seattle, after leaving their jobs
at Microsoft.

• They microbrewery, Cool Brews, has had much success
and now, they are considering expanding to reach a
national audience.

• They would like your input, as they know you are at a TOP
BUSINESS SCHOOL and might have some valuable insights.

• They are interested in thinking about the key elements
they should consider to formulate a plan to expand.

Case Focus

Formulate the key elements of an expansion strategy for 
Cool Brews.

NEXT: Work Question Path

Case Practice 6
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Mini Case Q1

Brainstorm the potential considerations that you would
want to highlight for your friend to plan the expansion
of Cool Brews.

Notes

Case Practice 6
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NOTES

Comments | Reflections – After Solution Review
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Case Practice 6



SOLUTION SUGGESTIONS
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Case Practice 6

# Considerations ( Brainstorm)
1 Saturation of micro brewery market

2 Is their micro brewery “special” in some way that will translate 
to other markets

3 Is there sufficient capital to fund an expansion

4 Does management have the experience and attention to 
support an expansion

5 Are there specific markets of interest or is this a full national 
launch

6 How will the company operate – sell to grocery stores, 
wholesalers, open their own breweries/restaurants?

7 What is the timeline for the expansion – is it necessary to go 
fast or is paced ok

8 What are the goals/purpose for the expansion – are there ROI 
targets

9 What marketing is expected to support this expansion

10 Does management expect to seek out investors or other 
partners



Mini Case Q2

Prepare a structure for the approach you would like to
use to evaluate the market expansion for Cool Brews.

In this, note 3-4 HYPOTHESIS you have for the case.

Notes

Case Practice 6
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NOTES

Comments | Reflections – After Solution Review
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SOLUTION SUGGESTIONS
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Case Practice 6

Trends for 
Micro 

Breweries

Financial 
Opportunity

Operational 
Considerations Risks

• Growth in 
wine/spirits

• Competitive 
intensity

• Areas of 
opportunity 
(geographies)

• Attention to 
brands

• Pricing
• Revenue 

projections
• Variable costs 

– Ingredients,
Labor, 
Marketing

• Fixed costs –
Real estate, 
equipment

• Upfront 
investment

• Financing
• Required ROI
• Investors?

• Target markets
• Scaling

production
• Clear 

product/mark
eting 
differentiation

• Supplies of 
ingredients

• Channels –
Retail, 
Wholesale, 
Restaurant 
(Direct)

• Differentiation
outside Seattle

• Management 
focus

• Oversaturation 
of 
microbreweries

• Growth/trends 
of other spirits

• Big breweries 
acquiring 
microbrews

Hypotheses:

• Expand as brewery/restaurant
• Focus on selected geographies – locations with high interest in true 

microbreweries
• Create onsite opening teams to ensure quality/consistency



Mini Case Q3

Your friends have identified New York city as a first
potential new market. They would like to know the
revenue potential.

Focus: Estimate how much beer is consumed in NYC
on a typical Friday, which they can use in their
forecast. Then…

Estimate revenue on a given Friday for COOL BREWS.

Notes

Case Practice 6
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NOTES

Comments | Reflections – After Solution Review
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SOLUTION SUGGESTIONS
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Mini Case Q4

Identify key threats or risks that you would see for this
market expansion.

Notes

Case Practice 6
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NOTES

Comments | Reflections – After Solution Review
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Case Practice 6



SOLUTION SUGGESTIONS
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Case Practice 6

# Brainstorm Ideas

1 The alcohol and spirits industry trends seem focused on spirits, 
with celebrity backing

2 The approach to expand is key – if a restaurant/brewery 
route, success probability is low (in general)

3 The capital investment seems quite large – accessing this, at 
reasonable costs could be challenging

4 Management attention on the expansion could risk the 
current business in Seattle

5
The large beverage companies (beer producers) are 
powerful and have moved to the micro brewery space –
competing can be challenging

6 Does having a larger footprint impact the brand reputation as 
small, niche

7 Going too fast or too slow both seem to have consequences 
– choosing the right pace seems necessary

8
Are their other business opportunities with the current business 
which have a greater ROI and less risk that should be 
considered
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Mini Case Q5

You are going to meet your friends for dinner and will
share a summary of your work so far.

Write down a conclusion that brings together your
work on their evaluation, incorporating Q1-4.

Notes



NOTES

Comments | Reflections – After Solution Review
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Case Practice 6



SOLUTION SUGGESTIONS
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Case Practice 6

# Conclusion Outline
1 Restate case question

2 Give CONCLUSION (summarize)

3 State analysis completed (key areas of analysis)
Note: Be sure to give specific #’s from quantitative work

4 Provide RECOMMENDATIONS/DECISION (as appropriate)

5 State 2-3 key RISKS for moving forward

6 Offer 2-3 NEXT – these are related to the execution (not to 
“study more” to get a better handle on the case.



Lessons from Practice

1

2

3

4

5

Other notes:
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Solving Cases
Takeaways


